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In 2014, Jeanne Samuel discovered a model for delivering courses that extended the hybrid model already in use at
Delgado. The new model, HyFlex, solved several institutional challenges: (1) meeting enrollment demands without
enough physical space, (2) creating a flexible class schedule to support the needs of our part- and full-time working
students and for ‘life happens’ moments, and (3) attracting more students by appealing to adult learners’ preference of
choice (LCTCS, 2019) and control in their learning environment. HyFlex course design meets the needs of active military
and veterans, an important student group at Delgado Community College. In 2015, HyFlex was a form of personalized
learning in use at Delgado Community College before the term was in vogue. With an increase of New Orleans area
school closures due to weather events, HyFlex design has been discussed as an important part of our disaster recovery
plan.

Institutional Goals for HyFlex
1. Serve more students in the same physical space.
2. Increase student enrollment (by appealing to students’ desire to control aspects of their learning environment).
3. Increase student retention (by providing student participation flexibility).
4. Prepare for business continuity in the event of a natural disaster.

Flexibility to Serve the Needs of Growing Demographic
By Fall 2018, 68% of our student population was female, the average age of our students continues to rise. Fall 2018
data show that 34% of our students were age 25-34 with the average age of 27.9 years. Our part-time student
population is growing while full-time student demand is decreasing. From Fall 2014 to Fall 2018, full-time student
enrollment decreased from 43% to 36% while part-time enrollment rose from 57% to 64%. In addition, from Fall 2017 to
fall 2018, although a low number, we experienced a decline in demand for degrees and certifications and an increase in
non-degree seeking students. Students taking any online class rose 13.8% between Fall 2014 and Fall 2018 (36% of all
students in Fall 2018). And, students attending fully online rose 14.2% during the same period (13% of all students in
Fall 2018). Importantly, although Delgado has a presence on average in 20 states, 68% of students enrolled and
attending at the main City Park campus live close to the campus. 85% of students attending our West Bank campus live
near the campus. The data show that HyFlex course design is a good fit for Delgado Community College and may
become an important part of our course delivery and marketing strategies.
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Serving More Students
During the Fall 2014 semester, two instructional designers and one assistant dean from Delgado Community College’s
Business and Technology Division met to discuss the merits of adopting the use of the HyFlex delivery model for
business courses. The Business department was already employing a space-sharing model for their hybrid courses.
Typically but not exclusively, at our institution hybrid delivery requires students to attend one day face-to-face (F2F) and
the rest online. Unlike the flipped classroom model, the day that students meet face-to-face was not necessarily lecture-
free. Face-to-face classes are scheduled (1) Monday and Wednesday (2) Tuesday and Thursday. For our HyFlex model,
two different classes were scheduled in the same room during the same time slot on different days, one day each week.
This meant that the number of students served in the classroom raised to a maximum of 50 from 25 for two courses.
Had the additional two courses (four sections) in the HyFlex pilot shared the same timeslot, this would have raised the
physical space gain overall from 150 to 300 seats.  The pilot was conducted on the institution’s West Bank campus,
which has a four-day work week Monday - Thursday. Please see Table 1 below.

Table 1

Room Capacity by Delivery Mode

Typical Room Use for Hybrid Course HyFlex Room Use

·       1 room

·       25 seats

·       1 class meets Tues and Thurs

Number of students served = 25 students

·       1 room

·       25 seats

·       1 class meets on Tues

·       1 class meets on Thursday

Number of students served = 50 students

Improved Student Success
Since 2017, all courses in the Business programs are delivered as fully online, F2F, and hybrid options per
term. Students may also register for 8-week terms rather than 16-weeks. In other words, students have the option to
register for "full term" courses (16-weeks) or "shorter-term" courses (8-weeks). The 8-week option provides additional
flexibility to students by enabling sequential or concurrent completion of courses. Furthermore, the sequential option
allows students to register for courses in the second 8-weeks as a result of completing a related pre-requisite course in
the first 8-weeks of the semester.

In addition to the aforementioned benefits of adopting the HyFlex course delivery model, we also anticipated that
improved student success (retention, progression and completion) might be an additional benefit. Delgado is a member
of a 12-institution community and technical college system, the Louisiana Community and Technical College System
(LCTCS). As with similar institutions, only 18% of LCTCS students withdraw for academic reasons (LCTCS, 2019).
Research regarding the achievement gap in higher education between students enrolled in online courses compared to
those completing face to face courses is mixed. (Carrone, 2008; Helms, 2014; Jaggars & Bailey, 2010) Although this gap
at Delgado Community College is closing, looking at the aggregate data, students who attend fully online are less
successful than those who attend fully F2F. Delgado is in the process of reviewing course delivery mode and student
success by instructor to identify opportunities for improving student success online. Preliminary results are consistent
with previous studies; the relationship between delivery mode and student achievement is mixed. However, anticipated
outcomes for HyFlex course delivery  is promising.  A 2010 metadata analysis of research comparing the achievement
gap between online students and student attending class in-person cited one study that found that students perceived
that the face-to-face course better prepared them (qualitative). (Jaggars & Bailey, 2010) Another study citing a United
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States Department of Education (USDOE) meta-analysis noted that classes offering both face-to-face and online
instruction had better outcomes than a course delivered with only one of the delivery modes. (Helms, 2014)

Since HyFlex affords both types of instruction via flexible attendance, the HyFlex approach should enable higher
student retention and completion than single delivery mode classes. With HyFlex design, students can attend as they
need or prefer without penalty for missing an in-person class. If a student is falling behind or wants in-person support,
they may come to class in person. If they need to be away or are comfortable with the concepts that week, they may
elect to complete work online.

Another way the team expected to see the impact of HyFlex delivery, is increased student enrollment over time. Often,
online classes fill up first leaving students with only F2F and hybrid options. The more HyFlex offerings we have, the
more access to the online mode we can provide to students needing flexibility, which should lead to a greater number of
students enrolling overall. Ideally, we can cross-list or pair face-to-face and online classes in the Learning Management
System (LMS), Canvas as appropriate to provide more participation flexibility to students.

College Priorities Shape Faculty Support
By 2018, the focus on course design and delivery shifted from HyFlex course delivery to incorporating Open Educational
Resources (OER) and other affordable learning initiatives. Helping faculty create, adapt, or adopt OER exposed not only
a College support need, but a System-wide support need. There are not enough instructional designers at institutions to
help faculty create OER courses. As a result, with LCTCS funding, a Fundamentals of Instructional Design course was
created and taught to LCTCS faculty and staff during the 2018-2019 academic year. Within the course, HyFlex was
promoted as a multimodal course design model. We refer to it as multimodal because we design at one time for all
delivery modes and deploy (hide/show) the course content as needed or desired. We know that reasons for students
not completing courses are primarily external in nature, our principal objective for adopting HyFlex was to permit
students the flexibility of when and where to attend class; online or in-person without fear of an academic penalty.

Planning and Redesigning for HyFlex Delivery
The Delgado team met during the Fall semester of 2014 to agree on our concept of HyFlex and how to implement it at
our institution. During the initial meetings, the focus was on discussing the design and teaching principles, planning
templates, and reviewing examples of HyFlex implementations at other institutions. A community of practice was
formed that included three business faculty from Delgado Community College’s West Bank Campus. The faculty were
tasked with drafting new course syllabi, activities, and assessments. The instructional designers modified available
HyFlex templates and assisted the faculty with course material development; for example, creating similar activities and
assessments in an alternate delivery mode. One of the early challenges was how to use the HyFlex model for a course
that primarily uses third-party publisher resources. Another challenge was more significant. At the same time, during
the Fall 2014 semester, the institution was moving from being a Blackboard LMS institution to one that uses Canvas by
Instructure. Initially, creating two different learning objects that satisfy one gradebook item was difficult in Blackboard.
Mastery Paths, a Canvas feature now available, manages choice and remediation graded activities.

In early 2015, we also submitted a proposal for grant funding from the Louisiana Board of Regents to pilot HyFlex at
Delgado. This grant provided compensation for the faculty and course designers. In addition, it paid for technology
training, course authoring software, and a supplemental library of PowerPoint themes, graphics, and sounds. During the
initial discussions with the faculty, we explained what HyFlex is conceptually. We agreed on the common definitions:
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Face-to-Face (F2F) learning experiences are designed around a physical environment. Learning is conducted in the
same space, at the same time. There is little to no flexibility in regard to participation. This is compared with online
as the brick (and mortar) environment.
Online at a Distance learning experiences are designed around virtual participation. Both time and place (space)
may differ. The class may require different time, different place or same time, different place attendance. It used to
be referred to as click when compared to F2F. There is potentially a high level of participation flexibility.
Hybrid learning environments range from partially online to almost all online depending on how an institution
defines the hybrid classroom. Within this brick and click environment is the HyFlex model.
HyFlex provides students the opportunity to attend fully online, fully face-to-face, or somewhere on the spectrum
between the two environments depending on personal choice or need. HyFlex is a version of the hybrid model with
flexible participation. Asynchronous attendance is participating at a different time while synchronous is
participating at the same time.

Similar to the approaches found in our research, we decided to designate the course in the class schedule as a hybrid-
delivered course and explain to the enrolled students the course participation option on the first day of class. In
addition, we agreed that students could change their attendance preference weekly (topic-based week). The single
course syllabus and course schedule would contain information for all modality participation options. At a glance,
students would know weekly expectations and course work for  either online (in-lieu of) participation or in-person
participation. Providing the weekly work options by participation mode provided the course aspect of choice; students
could personalize their attendance based on a preference for one type of participation activity over another. As stated
earlier, HyFlex became a student-centered option to balance work and life (supporting student success) and no longer
just a solution to physical space challenges.

Implementation
The faculty involved in the HyFlex pilot were asked to think about the vision for their course, the merits of each delivery
mode, and how students benefit most from each learning environment. We agreed that some activities may be adapted
for both environments. An excerpt of delivery mode benefits follows in Table 2.

Table 2

Learning Environment Benefits by Delivery Mode

Face-to-Face Online
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Establishing social presence and support
Nonverbal communication (affect and body
language is observable)
Explaining assignments (access to
instructor)
Negotiating expectations and
responsibilities
Diagnosing students’ conceptual problems
and providing immediate feedback
Brainstorming
Role play
Student demonstration of psycho-motor
skills
Sustaining group cohesion, collaboration,
and support

Reflective, on-task discourse
Broader participation in discussions
More time to think before
responding
Critical analysis
Flexibility
Self-paced learning and practiceSelf-
assessment quizzes with immediate
feedback
Near real-time, automatic grading of
multiple choice, T/F, fill-in-the-blank
tests

Our goal was to make activities and assessments for each week similar regardless of the delivery mode. Webcams,
microphones, and software were provided to the faculty piloting HyFlex. Software such as Screencast-o-matic and Big
Blue Button for recorded lecture were provided for faculty to easily narrate lectures. In 2016 we began to add
touchscreens to the classroom lecterns to facilitate live annotation of presentations. Basic and advanced Canvas LMS
training was provided to faculty. In addition, a self-paced course about HyFlex course design was created.  Figure 1
shows an index of content in the introductory module in the HyFlex course design course. Other course information
included HyFlex teaching best practices, HyFlex course and management best practices. The faculty HyFlex checklist
was suggested but not completed. Tips for faculty were created and listed later in this chapter. This course was not
well-attended by faculty and is now under revision.

Figure 1

Introductory Module From HyFlex Professional Development Course
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The following video provides an Introduction to HyFlex presentation from 2015.
(YouTube: https://youtu.be/Bu4aVBxf760) Figure 2 is an example of the partial notes handout to accompany the
introductory video.

Watch on YouTube

Figure 2

Partial Notes Handout for HyFlex Introductory Video
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The instructional designers and faculty’s emphasis was on creating online equivalent activities and assessments for
transitioning hybrid courses to HyFlex. The lead instructional designer for the HyFlex pilot created a Canvas course for
posting the before and after course artifacts and discussion boards to discuss the process and problems, shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3

Sample Content From Canvas HyFlex Community Course
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HyFlex implementation varied due to the current course design and faculty teaching preference. For example, the
computer application course was designed as a lab and focused on concrete skills. Students used guides, videos, and
checklists, instead of higher-order thinking or problem-solving emphasized in many other business courses. Third-party
materials were used for most of the coursework. In the management course, student learning was based on real-world
experiences and scenarios. This allowed for more student exploration and content choice. The third-party publisher
materials were supplemental. The HyFlex version of the management course used LMS tools, videos, scavenger hunts,
and similar instructor-created and curated activities for both the online and in-class sessions. These materials were
personalized, creative, and relevant. The process of creating materials for HyFlex delivery options improved the
engagement aspect of the course materials for all course sections, not just those delivered as HyFlex.

An initial HyFlex course lesson planning template was modified by an instructional designer (refer to Figure 4) from
various templates found on the web, including one by Dr. Brian Beatty.

Figure 4

Early Version of HyFlex Lesson Planning Document
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The faculty ultimately created their own template. Figure 5 is an example of a completed template.   

Figure 5

Example of HyFlex Lesson Planning Template
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Our methodology was to carve out as much time as we could for the content creation and curation activities, for
example:

Develop online lessons and assignments
Produce media (e.g., production video, graphics, Captivate or Screen-cast-o-matic or Big Blue Button)
Acquire course content that from textbooks, articles, images, and videos

Next the instructors revised the course syllabi to include:

The organization and rationale of the course design (HyFlex)
Expectations regarding student responsibility for learning
List of tasks with due dates by participation option (Make it very clear which tasks are to be done in class and
which are to be done outside of class and how the tasks are related)
Time management tips
Resources for technology support (technology and quality of audio are typical student pain points)

Faculty communicated the course design to students in various formats as seen in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Faculty laid out
student learning outcomes, the activities to be completed, and the activities to do before class and after class. For
activities to do during class, there was an online equivalent clearly marked. As stated earlier, often, it is not course
content that prevents a student from being successful. External factors create barriers. HyFlex course design provides
a solution to students for time-management as life events occur. Figure 6 shows the planning document with student
learning outcomes and class assignments delivery mode by week.

Figure 6

Representation of Chapter Assignments With Clearly Identified In-Lieu of Class Assignments by Week

Figure 7 offers less detail. It shows the course calendar document with class assignments and delivery modes by week
(chapter).

Figure 7

Representation of Chapter Assignments With Clearly Identified In-Lieu (Online) of Class Assignments by Chapter
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Faculty included a reference to the HyFlex delivery approach in the course syllabus. In addition, the faculty developed
several handouts for students. The handouts explained the HyFlex participation options and the weekly participation
schedule, instructions regarding the HyFlex "in-lieu of class" assignments, related points, and due dates. An example of
the weekly handouts for students is provided in Figure 8.

Figure 8

Instruction for In-Lieu of (Online) Class Assignments
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Early in the term and throughout, the faculty met with students to demonstrate how the online portion of the class
works. The faculty planned to create an online HyFlex student orientation. To date, the orientation has not been created.
As faculty and instructional designers collaborated in developing HyFlex courses, the following were found to be helpful
HyFlex faculty tips:

HyFlex Faculty Tips:

Introduce information in a user-friendly format employing numerous headings, lists where applicable, boxes with
definitions, and graphics to make it easier for students to remember the information (consider ADA-compliance)
Provide context by illustrating how knowledge of the subject may be useful to your life outside the class today or in
the future
Accommodate various types of learners by using illustrations, visual analogies, demonstrations, graphs, diagrams,
and tables, etc.

Implementation & Sustainability Issues
During our HyFlex pilot, 2014-2015, we limited the number of faculty participating; despite knowing it would slow HyFlex
adoption at the College. A well-designed HyFlex course requires deliberate curation, creation, and design. These
requirements are the main reason for not scaling HyFlex adoption at the College more quickly. There are competing
priorities for limited resources and the College has no full-time instructional designers. We discovered that
brainstorming for ideas about activities with faculty took time. In addition, we were limited by who was available to
assist faculty with adding the engaging, equivalent learning, practice, and assessment content. Creating the materials
from scratch is time-consuming. In fact, developing online content was the most time-consuming aspect of designing a
HyFlex course since we were starting with hybrid courses. The move to HyFlex delivery required the development of the
equivalent online material to replace the in-person component. In other words, the online portion of the hybrid course
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already existed (publisher material, instructor created assignments, etc.) in each of our courses. However, significant
time was required to replicate the in-class experience in an online format.

It also takes additional time to test and revise, as needed, the new activities. As stated earlier in the chapter, when we
piloted HyFlex we had just transitioned from being a Blackboard LMS institution to a Canvas by Instructure institution.
The adoption of the Canvas LMS and use of the Mastery Paths feature, provided an easier way to automatically grade
multiple options for assignments

During Spring 2019, two faculty members, one who teaches history and the other English, started to plan
implementation of HyFlex in their Summer 2019 courses. This is the first extension beyond the business faculty. The
two instructors presented a HyFlex session during the 2019 Delgado Summer Institute. They shared that they
experience difficulty in finding classrooms with working podiums (many had audio issues or camera issues). Although
the College has webcams in over 100 classrooms, there is still some work needed to add similar technology to more
College classrooms on all College sites. In addition, we need to improve how we communicate to faculty what
resources are available to them and how to use the resources. The College has two hi-tech, multipurpose classrooms
setup specifically to stream lectures to two or more different locations at the same time. The multipurpose classroom
at the main campus has two microphone arrays and a high-resolution robotic camera that tracks the lecturer. The goal
is to provide one hi-tech classroom per campus or site for live streaming and lecture recording for on-demand viewing
or reviewing. The College provides three applications for recording lectures. Hands-on trainings is offered to faculty
multiple times per year.

Impact
In summary, our HyFlex program is achieving college goals as demonstrated by the information and examples provided
in the previous sections and summarized below:

Goal 1: Serve more students in the same physical space. 
The HyFlex program enables an increase in number of students served in current classrooms while avoiding the
expense of adding new classrooms.

Goal 2: Increase student retention (by providing student participation flexibility). 
The HyFlex program enables an increase in student retention and completion by providing the flexibility students require
to manage their class participation and personal schedule.

Goal 3: Increase student enrollment (by appealing to students’ desire to control aspects of their learning
environment). 
The HyFlex program enables an increase in enrollment as students have control to pursue multiple delivery options
based on their individual learning needs.

Goal 4: Prepare for business continuity in the event of a natural disaster. 
The HyFlex program enables business continuity by providing the flexibility required for ongoing operations and as a
critical component of a disaster recovery plan in the event of a natural disaster.

During the initial implementation, three business instructors delivered four HyFlex courses:

Business Computer Applications
Business Communications
Principles of Management
Principles of Marketing

The first HyFlex modules were introduced to students near the end of the Fall 2015 term. The business computer
applications course, held in a computer classroom, piloted two content modules of Microsoft ™Excel in three sections.
Feedback surveys from the computer application course students reported that they were excited by the option of
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choice but most preferred to attend in the F2F format. As the computer application course was transitioning from a
flipped classroom, lab format, students may have preferred attending in-person in order to access to classroom
computers to complete course work.  One of the greatest take-aways for Dr. McClean, who piloted a marketing course
and a management course, was the positive reaction from students that they were given a choice on how to manage
their work/school/life commitments. In other words, the comfort in knowing they had an "in-lieu of class" option when
conflicts with in-person (F2F and hybrid) class times arose was a life-saver. It is difficult, if not impossible from this
small sample, to measure whether the attendance choice impacted course retention.

A management class section and one communication class section piloted HyFlex. For the business management
class:

70% of students felt that the directions were clear
88% felt that the online lesson length worked
63% felt online was effective but would not always choose to participate online
67% liked having the participation option
n = 24 all worked online the week of the survey

For the business communication course:

100% of students felt that the directions were clear
100% felt that the online lesson length worked
53% felt online was effective but would not always choose to participate online
47% felt online was so effective that they would choose to attend class again online
73% liked having the participation option
n = 15 all worked online the week of the survey

During the Spring 2016 semester, the Principles of Management instructor documented 3 sections of the week 3
attendance. Please refer to Table 4.

Table 4

Attendance Week 3 by Participation Mode for Principles of Management

Section Total Students F2F Online

# % # %

A 11 9 82% 2 18%

B 19 15 79% 4 21%

C 22 16 73% 6 27%

Total 52 40 78% 12 22%

The faculty comments about their HyFlex teaching experience were:
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Definitively will use HyFlex course design in the future since it pushes us to be more creative and explore different
assignment options to promote student engagement
Overall student performance appears to be better; some students will not work regardless of creativity,
engagement, and flexibility
Takes more time than expected to develop alternate delivery content

The student comments about their HyFlex teaching experience were:

Students say they love the option; the ability to keep up if they missed class; do not feel abandoned as they do with
many online classes
“It allowed me to accomplish my career goals by helping me take advantage of real-world opportunities I could not
have if I had been attending a traditional course”
“I am able to graduate more quickly and keep up with my full-time job”
“I am battling combat-related illnesses…opportunity to make up work for points rather than penalized for things that
are sometimes out of my control”

In the Spring 2016 business marketing and management classes, 21 (72%) of the students attended the class online
instead of attending the F2F class while 8 (28%) attended class online in addition to attending the F2F class. Overall, of
the 65 combined students, 30 (46%) took advantage of the online (in-lieu of) class option. When asked whether they
were likely to select the in-lieu of class option again, 24 (83%) said very likely (8) or likely (16) and 5 (17%) said not likely
(3) or won’t (2).  Some of the reasons students were less likely to select the in-lieu of options were that they learned
better interacting with others [in person] and was that for the management and marketing courses, online was
perceived to be more work than attending class in person. Although the goal was to create similar alternate activities, at
times working online may require a larger time commitment of students.

In addition to student satisfaction with the format, the number of students capable of being enrolled in this format
increases. Before implementation, course sections had a capacity, ratio between enrollment and seats available for
enrollment, of 41%. This increased to 61% during the initial implementation of HyFlex with no increase in the enrollment
cap before or after implementing HyFlex course design. In regard to grades earned and progressing through the
academic program, we found no significant difference between the traditional model and the HyFlex model. In other
words, students were successfully completing courses at the same rate in HyFlex course sections than in sections
delivered in the traditional hybrid format. This is considered a win because of the increase in enrollment translating to
more students than before completing courses successfully.

Conclusion
The unique mission of community and technical colleges in Louisiana provides students with the opportunity to earn
credentials in a timely fashion leading to valuable employment and/or transferability, whether the credential is the high
school equivalency, industry-based certification, transferable or career technical degree. Moreover, community and
technical college graduates, in partnership with business and industry, must be properly equipped to meet the ever-
evolving needs of tomorrow’s workforce. HyFlex presents an opportunity to provide greater access (increased
enrollment), promote retention, and lead to higher levels of completion in order to accomplish this unique mission. By
Fall 2020, we plan to market HyFlex programs to adult learners with some college to encourage them to return to
college to complete their certificates and degrees. HyFlex is an appropriate design strategy for our demographic
described earlier in this chapter.

While current business courses are not advertised as HyFlex, lessons learned from the HyFlex experiment continue to
be applied today. For example, instructors include more flexibility into course design as a result of their HyFlex
experience. As time and technology enables, business studies will continue to adopt and apply the flexibility provided by
the HyFlex design in support of student success. College-wide, there is renewed emphasis for HyFlex design and
delivery and we plan to one day advertise programs offering flexible attendance. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, in
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2019, an instructional design course for faculty was created. HyFlex is referred to in this course as multimodal design.
Multimodal in this context refers to the ability to design at the same time for all delivery modes. This enables later
deployment of the course as F2F, hybrid, online, or HyFlex (refer to Figure 9).

Figure 9

HyFlex Instructional Design Lesson

Faculty teaching the fully online option of Delgado’s Criminal Justice program expressed concern that the enrollment in
face-to-face classes is dropping as they increase the number of online sections. They are considering HyFlex as a
solution to an instructor shortage and student preference for online. The Criminal Justice faculty want to continue to
serve students who prefer to learn in-person. Our HyFlex experience provides us with a foundational framework to use
when adopting, adapting, or creating course content for OER courses. One of our next steps includes applying design
learning to improve the learner experience. In addition, design learning (use of personas and experience maps) aids in
identifying HyFlex implementation opportunities.  
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